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A BIT OF A DIFFERENT COPYRIGHT MESSAGE: 

Yes, you knew there was going to be one… but this one is different! 

This copyrighted work was written and compiled by Earl Pilkington, AND the following 

information must be noted: You may NOT duplicate or distribute any type of digital copy 

either in part or all to any third party, through any medium! For example, don’t email a 

copy to someone, or share it online… why?  

It is 100% free! And because you have the free version, then you know how valuable it is - if 

you purchased a version of this book from anywhere else but www.radiocopywriters.com 

then you should delete it, do a full virus scan and download the official safe version. 

This book (all 319 pages of it, including the covers) is a totally free giveaway. Put together to 

say thank you to the early adopters and visitors to my site: www.radiocopywriters.com. 

I appreciate the visit and hope to see you again soon. 

No part of this document may be distributed in a magazine, newsletter, or journal without 

written permission. It is likely that I will gladly give permission, but I would like to know 

where it is being used, and my name must always remain attached. Contact me here - 

allmarketing@radiocopywriters.com.  

NOW: What CAN you do: 

You CAN create a back-up file of the e-book for your own records, and you MAY print a hard 

copy of the book to refer to, I have spiral bound my copy. 

Day To Day Use: When stuck, take the challenge of updating what is written and come up 

with your own ideas, remember that this collection is meant as a jumping off point only, let 

your imagination flow. Some of the lines within are very basic, those ones are for when you 

get really stuck, others are ‘out there strange’ or left of centre. Try them out and see if they 

spark something creative in you. 

Remember, all great radio scripts are to the point, sell the product or service and make 

listeners pay attention to the commercial. They hook you in and the first 3 to 5 seconds are 

vital in gaining a listeners attention. 

Everything contained within have been either written as commercials, or demo scripts 

myself, or I have been on the team who has written them for broadcast, and a couple of 

gems have been selected from my extensive 30-year-old swipe file collection. Alternatively, 

they may have been written by me as a freelance commercial radio copywriter for either 

other radio stations, sales reps, or clients around the world – and all copyrights have been 

cleared with them. 
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Thanks go to my wife Suzanne and daughter Kayla who have put up with my insane career, 

and me, while I was putting this project together. 

A HUGE thank-you should also go to those who have mentored me in my journey too.  

Luckily, I had the opportunity to train at the feet of people who didn’t only deal with the 

theory of advertising and what ‘should and shouldn’t work’ on radio… but in what ‘really’ 

works for clients and gets a reaction from listeners. 

There should be a special mention to those workplaces and clients I have worked at too… 

(but again there are far, far too many to list here) from in-person and on-site station work to 

remote work during my freelance years. Thank you all for your time and guidance. 

A huge thanks also to anyone in the past almost 40 years in media in one way shape or form 

(Yes it has been that long!) that I have worked for and with… there are way, way too many 

to mention here, but a couple of special mentions include: Josh, Andy, and finally to Peter 

who is to blame for me writing my first commercial script. 

To those people who I have mentored in the past, and the future, hopefully this book will 

help you out in one way or another. 

My editors: Daisy, Tor, and Brian. Thank you all so much for your proofreading skills, 

insights, and red pen skills! I really truly appreciate your knowledge, time, and effort. 

Thank you to my current employers - the team at West Coast Radio. As a team we rock! 

And finally... my biggest thankyou goes... to you!  

Thanks for being interested enough to download this e-book. For taking the time to read 

what has got to be a very boring ‘Thanks’ page. And for working in commercial radio.  

We need more people just like you.  

Ira Glass (from NPR) said that “In radio you have two tools: sound and silence” I would like 

to change that to three: Sound, Silence, and Imagination. Without imagination radio would 

be boring. With it... we tell stories - about travel - to another country, or another world. We 

can be invaded by Martians or sell a product or service unseen. We can be a cat, an ant, an 

inanimate object, or someone telling a story about someone telling a story.  

In 30 seconds, we can motivate and move people, we can interest them, and bore them. 

Make them laugh, cry and act. Luckily, there are thousands of more stories out there to tell. 

So go on... Use your imagination, use sound, and use silence to tell those stories. Good luck. 

Earl Pilkington 2022 - allmarketing@radiocopywriters.com 
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HOW TO USE: 

This and the other books from this series are for the use of commercial radio copywriters, 

radio promotions, radio sales reps, and people within the radio industry.  

This is the first volume and includes HOOKS for business categories, the FIRST LINES of 

commercials to inspire, and SCENE SETTERS to help to unclog writers block and conquer 

dreaded deadline demons. Plus, ideas for what a client could do with their commercials. 

Some lines also mention specific sales and promotional activity, feel free to adopt or change 

them to your clients’ needs and wants. 

While great radio ads are a result of inspiring and great scripts... sometimes… it really is very 

hard just to come up with an idea, any idea, for that first line, so flick around and see what 

inspires you to start writing, tell a clients story and sell. 

 

CONVENTIONS USED: 

((DOUBLE BRACKETED NOTES)) are to indicate either a direction, style or music choice, 

sound effect, or general production notes 

((VO)) is a Non-specific gender role for the Voice Over, and may include a number, if 

multiple voices are used 

((FVO)) or ((MVO)) is a specified male or female voice over and may include a number, if 

multiple voices of the same gender are used 

<BUSINESS NAME> is the clients business name 

<LOCATION> is either the town/city/region 

<STREET ADDRESS> is the street address or street name 

<PHONE NUMBER> is the clients phone number 

<WEBSITE> is the client’s business website address, minus the ‘www.’ 

Discounts have been listed as 50% simply to make them stand out in most cases 

And finally… “CHRIS” is a generic name place holder, it could be any gender name for a staff 

member, boss, or customer. 

 

THIS COLLECTION IS SORTED BY:  

Category first, with the generic 1st lines first, then the subcategories alphabetically sorted 

sub-category or business types. 

Then by an alphabetical listing based on the first word or action indicated in the script.  



 



 
 

AGRICULTURAL: HOME GARDENING 

((SFX: POP, POP, POP - SPACED OUT POPS)) That's another lot of weeds appearing overnight 

in your lawn and garden beds… who should you call? <BUSINESS NAME> and say goodbye to 

those weeds popping by! 

  

<BUSINESS NAME> is <LOCATIONS> newest lifestyle shop with water features, indoor and 

outdoor furniture, indoor and outdoor plants, artworks, sculptures, and gifts! 

  

<BUSINESS NAME> is having a massive plant sale, all plants in our nursery are heavily 

discounted, from sprouts to fully grown plants... All plants are on sale! 

  

<BUSINESS NAME>’s garden furniture and features... makes your garden glow and grow! 

  

<BUSINESS NAME> works to a high standard of professionalism and will have your lawn up 

to the highest standards, with a little work and care! 

 

A beautiful garden, and a well-designed gazebo can help you to escape from the daily grind, 

it's a place for relaxing conversations, friends, and family… AND it adds value to your home! 

  

A gift certificate for that hard to buy for person is a good idea… what is a better idea is a gift 

certificate from <BUSINESS NAME>… and they can choose from flowers or ferns, tools or 

trees, plants, or pots… anything they want!  

  

Are you tired of mowing and watering your lawn? With current water restrictions it may be 

time to install a synthetic artificial lawn… looking natural and green all year round… 

  

At <BUSINESS NAME> we are fully stocked and ready to rock your garden with a massive 

range of herbs, vegetables, perennials, and annuals, plus we currently have 50 percent off 

all hanging baskets! 

  

At <BUSINESS NAME> we are looking for local gardening fanatics to join our team…  

  

At <BUSINESS NAME> we deliver more than you expect for your lawn and garden 

maintenance… 



 
 

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS: CLEANING 

A deep clean for your office or business space is something that no-one looks forward to… 

except us at <BUSINESS NAME>. We take professional pride in a job well done! 

 

At <BUSINESS NAME> we promise to take care of your business' outdoor cleaning and 

gardening… making your place look like a million bucks, for not even a fraction of that! 

 

Because nobody likes a dirty office or workspace, we will keep yours so clean that you can 

just stick to business... Not the floor… <BUSINESS NAME> 

 

Enjoy a clean office, without ever lifting a finger… well... You will need to call us at 

<BUSINESS NAME> at some point 

 

Keeping your business clean can be a big chore, and it's a good thing that the team at 

<BUSINESS NAME> is up to the task! 

 

Let us do your dirty work for you - have your business professionally cleaned overnight, at 

<BUSINESS NAME> we are professional, affordable, reliable, and have police clearances and 

are licensed and insured. 

 

No matter what business you are in, you need to have a cleaning service that is competitive, 

competent, and will clean your office the way you want it to - <BUSINESS NAME> 

 

Quick, fast, reliable, and professional cleaning services at <BUSINESS NAME> also include 

window washing, carpet cleaning, mopping and more! 

 

Transform your business from the ground up, with <BUSINESS NAME> cleaning services… 

yes… we clean, and that's all we do… but we do a really good job! 

  



 
 

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS: MAINTENANCE 

<BUSINESS NAME> do professional building maintenance services from electrical work to 

plastering, general handyman services and more…  

 

Our team at <BUSINESS NAME> is flexible and extremely responsive, which means we can 

provide emergency and last-minute maintenance work alongside our planned and 

scheduled work.  

 

Right, now! The instructions say to rub them gently together to create friction and then 

hold… ((SFX: FAST RUBBING OF STICKS, SPARKS, FLAMES)) …oops! …THAT shouldn’t happen 

when you are sticking two surfaces together? Better call <BUSINESS NAME> 

 

We can and will take care of your 'to do list' for your business… Call <NAME> at <BUSINESS 

NAME> for building maintenance that is fully insured, and professionally completed. 

 

We will meet, or beat your building maintenance deadlines at <BUSINESS NAME>, how? We 

only take on the work we know we can do and will give you a realistic time we can do your 

job in, not some mythical time that is impossible to meet. 

 

Why should you keep the number for <BUSINESS NAME> in your phone? Because 

maintaining your building or office is not your thing… working there is. Call <PHONE 

NUMBER> and prevent or solve maintenance issues now, not tomorrow! 

 

With our diverse and qualified trades people and our commitment to quality, <BUSINESS 

NAME> can guarantee the same, high-quality maintenance work on short notice when it’s 

an emergency. 

 

Your total building and maintenance company is <BUSINESS NAME>, from fixing that hole in 

the wall or fence, to repairing the damage to your reception desk caused by a water leak. 

Our police cleared team are ready to roll and help at any time, day, or night. 

 

 

  



 
 

COMMUNICATIONS: NEWSPAPERS 

A news story happens at anytime, anywhere… and if you capture anything on your phone, 

we want to see it at <NEWSPAPER NAME> hit our website and upload your photo or video… 

  

Baby Boomers do read newspapers to find out what's happening around their community 

and the world, so if you want to reach Baby Boomers, advertise in your local...  

<NEWSPAPER NAME> 

  

Check out our ad in <NEWSPAPER NAME> for the latest and HOTTEST deals for everything 

Big Screen TV, Home Theatre and more at <BUSINESS NAME> 

  

Communities grow stronger when they have a local newspaper, <NEWSPAPER NAME> cover 

our community from local sports to stories that matter. 

  

It costs less to advertise in the <NEWSPAPER NAME> than you think, and if your clients are 

Baby Boomers or if they are older... You have them exactly where you want them! 

  

Support local news, buy your local <NEWSPAPER NAME> a trusted source for what is 

happening in our community. 

  

The <NEWSPAPER NAME> has it changed your life yet? From real estate to car sales, small 

private classifieds to big advertising… We deliver… weekly to your doorstep 

  

The <NEWSPAPER NAME> is connecting our community… from <LOCATION> to 

<LOCATION>, covering local city matters, sports, personalities, and news when and where it 

happens. 

  

The latest local research shows that we have more news, more views, and double the 

number of readers each week than <NEWSPAPER NAME> had last year! 

  

We are committed to telling our communities stories, without bias, and being there when it 

happens… <NEWSPAPER NAME> is YOUR local community newspaper focussed on you… 

  

  



 
 

ELECTRICAL GOODS 

((1950s MUSIC)) Isn't it time you bought your kitchen back to life ((MODERN MUSIC)) see 

the kitchen team at <BUSINESS NAME> for the latest in kitchen appliances to suit any 

kitchen from residential to commercial fit outs! 

  

((BORED VO)) Sales come and go, most are just gimmicks to clear stock from the floor… and 

this one is no different, well kind of… <BUSINESS NAME> is closing so we want everything 

gone, out of here, just bring your truck or trailer, pay us, and take it away... 

  

((CROWD MILITARY STYLE MARCH CADENCE)) <BUSINESS NAME> has interest free… What 

else can they do for me? <BUSINESS NAME> do deliveries… What about warranties? Etc... 

  

((FVO Fortune Teller)) Please… sit down... Now... I am picking up good vibrations from you… 

I see a place with many, many mobile phones, all reduced in price! 

  

((ROBOT VOICE)) They have the power to turn you on at <BUSINESS NAME>… 

  

((SFX: VACUUM CLEANER RUNS INSIDE/CARPET)) This is CHRIS' new cordless vacuum he got 

from <BUSINESS NAME> yesterday… ((SFX: VACUUM HALLWAY)) it's still going strong after 

being charged overnight… ((SFX: VACUUM OUTSIDE BIRDS/CARS DRIVING PAST)) …I think 

you may have got a bit carried away with your new <BRAND NAME> Cordless Vacuum didn't 

you CHRIS? ((SFX: VACUUM TURNS OFF)) 

  

<BUSINESS NAME> is a shop for the best appliances, the best homewares, and the best 

electrical devices for your home… 

  

<BUSINESS NAME> is where the world's latest innovations come home… find the latest 

<PRODUCT> on display, now only <PRICE> 

  

<COUNTRY NAME>'s biggest and leading appliance specialists are right here… <BUSINESS 

NAME> 

 

A brighter future, now has a brighter place to be… <BUSINESS NAME>  

  

A new fridge from <BUSINESS NAME> will help you stay chill, minus the big electricity bill. 



 
 

FINANCIAL SERVICES: ACCOUNTANT 

((SFX: MOSQUITO)) This is a mosquito ((SFX: MOSQUITO GETS LOUDER)) he's a blood 

sucker… we are nothing like this at <BUSINESS NAME> accountants… but we do know what 

is bugging you about your business... 

  

((VO1)) ((WHISTLES)) ((VO2)) What are you so happy about? ((VO1)) Only a couple of hours 

to go and I’m off for a loooong weekend! ((VO2)) I wish I could do that; I’ve got books to 

balance, tax reports, reconciliations, wages... I guess you don’t run a business. ((VO1)) 

Actually I do, a very successful one, but thanks to <ACCOUNTANTS NAME> I can take some 

time off now and then without feeling guilty! 

  

A trusted name in the <REGION> for the past 50 years is <BUSINESS NAME> Accountants. 

  

CHRIS’ first love was numbers… and he never really grew out of it ((CHRIS)) "I LOVE 

NUMBERS!!", and he can help make a difference to your numbers! 

  

Here's a serious question every business owner should consider… If your accountant is 

meant to be looking after your money… why are they taking so much of it? Get lower fees 

and better advice from a <BUSINESS NAME> accountant 

  

How would you like an accountant that puts money back into your pocket? 

  

I've got some bad news and some good news about your accountant… bad news... He is  

your accountant, good news… at <BUSINESS NAME> we can be your accountant 

  

Let me count the ways I love my accountant at <BUSINESS NAME>… They are ONE of the 

largest accountant firms in the region, they are at TWO great locations, <ADDRESS 1> and 

<ADDRESS 2>, etc 

 

Personal recommendations for a C-P-A? It's true! <NAME> has many testimonials and 

recommendations from local businesspeople who you may already know, and with 

outstanding service and reasonable fees, you'll see why <NAME> comes highly 

recommended!  

  

  



 
 

FLORIST: MOTHERS DAY 

At <BUSINESS NAME> we believe that Mother's Day is the perfect time to show appreciation 

to all the superhero mums in <LOCATION> 

  

Because a mother’s love is generous… we are too…  that's why <BUSINESS NAME> are so 

generous with their blooms on Mother’s Day! 

  

Celebrate Mother’s Day with a floral gift from <BUSINESS NAME>, choose from special 

Mother’s Day bouquets to boxed flowers and new funky gifts! 

  

Mother's Day is not just for mum… it's for Grandma too! <BUSINESS NAME> wants to thank 

first time mums, and mums of mums for everything we have put you through! Sorry mum, 

and thanks for being there for us! 

  

Remind your mum how much she means to you… call <BUSINESS NAME> and arrange for a 

very special delivery! 

  

Send your mother some love for no other reason than you were thinking of her… Call 

<BUSINESS NAME> about a very special delivery just for her! 

  

We are still open for last minute pick-ups at <BUSINESS NAME> for Mother’s Day… Call now 

to reserve your bouquet or order a very special arrangement on <PHONE NUMBER> 

  

We deliver very special, and beautiful flowers for mums who are angels at <BUSINESS 

NAME>. 

  



 
 

FOOD: BUTCHER 

((BORED MONOTONE STYLE READ)) If you needed a chainsaw to cut into last night’s steak... 

it didn’t come from <BUSINESS NAME> 

  

((FEMALE READ, SENSUAL, SLIGHT REVERB - INTERNAL THOUGHTS)) Just look at those legs... 

those thighs... oh my... I haven’t seen breasts like that in a long time! ((SAME FEMALE VOICE 

NOW NORMAL)) I’ll have a kilo of legs, thighs, and breasts thanks! 

  

((FVO)) This Valentine's Day we discovered that true love is rare ((MVO)) ...like a good steak 

from <BUSINESS NAME> 

  

((MVO)) Now take your time ma-am... point him out of the line-up, he can’t see you so your 

perfectly safe... ((FVO)) That’s him, number one... ((MVO)) Step forward number one... Are 

you sure ma’am? ((FVO)) That’s him, my family loved his chops, and rolled roast... we want 

to order a leg of ham for Christmas thanks... It shouldn’t be this hard to find a good butcher! 

  

((NERVOUS VOICE)) Here are this w-weeks specials from <BUSINESS NAME>... Lamb Lion 

Chops ((SFX: LION ROARS)), that should be Lamb Loin Chops, ((SFX:  LION GROWLS)) and 

Crumbed Stork ((SFX: LARGE BIRD SQUAWKS)) I-I Think that s-should be Crumbed Steak, 

((SFX: FAST SQUAWK)) and large sausage d-dogs ((SFX: DOG BARKS - then GROWLS)) That 

should definitely be Large Sausages ((SFX: DOG BARKS THEN BITES)) Yikes!!! That’s it... get 

someone else ((USUAL VOICE)) See the team at <BUSINESS NAME> 

  

((SFX: FAST SIZZLE)) Hear that? ((SFX: SIZZLE TURNS OVER)) That’s a local cut of premium 

grass-fed steak… 

  

((SFX: SIZZLE AND COOKING OF STEAK BEING TURNED OVER)) High quality choice cuts are 

available now from <BUSINESS NAME> with roasts on special for only <PRICE> per kilo. 

  

((VO1)) Chris cries when she talks to me since I started ordering <BESPOKE SAUSAGES> 

home delivered from <BUSINESS NAME>, because all she can smell is… ((VO2 SNIFFS THEN 

CRIES)) <INGREDIENT> 

 

((VO1)) Mmmm-mmm that smells delicious... what is it? ((VO2)) Ribs... tender, mmm, juicy, 

meat and sauce… 

  



 
 

HAIR: BARBER 

((SFX: ‘SHAVE AND A HAIR CUT’ KNOCKING)) While we don’t do shave and a haircut for 2-

bob, you will save on your shave and cut at <BUSINESS NAME> 

  

((VO1)) Are you settling for an average cut? ((VO2)) Yeah... It looks… ummm good… yeah! 

((VO1)) Don't settle for that… head to <BUSINESS NAME> for the cut and style you deserve 

  

((VO1)) Keep it short… number two thanks… ((SFX: FAST BUZZ CUT)) ((VO2)) Next! ((VO3)) A 

number 1 please! ((SFX: FAST BUZZ CUT)) ((VO2)) Next! ((VO4)) Short cuts are our style at 

<BUSINESS NAME> 

  

A gentlemen’s lounge should be comfortable, a gentlemen’s cut should be comfortable 

too… that’s why we've been voted the best barbers in town for the <NUMBER OF> years… 

<BUSINESS NAME>  

  

All this week <BUSINESS NAME> are offering a Hot Towel Shave for only <PRICE> with half of 

each cut going to the local Men’s Shed Group… 

  

Classics never go out of style, that’s why hot towel shaves are still a thing at <BUSINESS 

NAME> 

  

Get classy cuts for classic men at <BUSINESS NAME> your old school barber shop. 

  

Guys… Join our mailing list at <BUSINESS NAME WEBSITE> and you’ll discover products and 

insights that we don’t share anywhere else, not even in the barber shop with regulars! 

  

If your mother doesn’t like the way we style your hair at <BUSINESS NAME> then we are 

doing our job right, because your girlfriend or wife will love it! 

  

Men’s hair comes in all types, not stereotypes, so if you are thinning on top, have a mullet 

or an office cut… we won’t judge ‘you’ or your style at <BUSINESS NAME> 

 

Premium shave and haircuts whenever you want, we don't do appointment at <BUSINESS 

NAME> barbers, we'll see you when you next walk through our door on <STREET NAME> 



 
 

HEALTH AND BEAUTY: DENTAL 

((CHILD)) “The dentist says I need a filling… So, I asked for a chocolate one! 

  

((CHILD)) What time’s your next dental visit? At Tooth Thirty! 

  

((NEWS INTRO)) Lois Payne reporting from <BUSINESS NAME> Where Plaque Kent is saving 

teeth and fighting fear!   

  

((VO1)) Imagine if your teeth could talk… ((VO2)) “This filling? An easter egg in ninety-eight 

got me!” ((VO3)) “Halloween last year mauled my molar!” ((VO4)) “Valentine’s Day 

chocolate got me!” ((VO1)) How would they sound after visiting <BUSINESS NAME>?   

  

((VO1 is impersonating a chicken)) ((VO1)) “BARK BUCK…” ((VO2)) That’s Lance, he’s ‘really’ 

not happy when I Mention… going to the dentist…  ((VO1)) “BUCK-GERK!”  ((VO2)) So I 

convinced them to see Doctor <NAME> at <BUSINESS NAME> and their experienced team… 

Umm Lance? You, okay? ((VO1)) “Never better… now!” 

  

((VO1)) Open wide… let’s have a look… Yes… You “DO” need some fillings, that could 

account for the echo you’ve been hearing!   

  

‘Trust’ can be easily broken… but Doctor <PERSONS NAME> And the team at <BUSINESS 

NAME> should be added to your ‘most trusted’ list!  Why? <LIST REASONS> 

  

“Oh look… there’s your smile!”   

  

6 months from now you could have your dream smile…   

  

A community full of smiles is our focus at <BUSINESS NAME> Dentists… Join our community 

and you will have something to smile about.   

 

A hungry bird said to a crocodile… 'when you smile, I can see those bits of meat stuck 

between your teeth… can I have them?' The crocodile said 'sure, help yourself' ((SFX: 

CRUNCH)) You are not a crocodile… visit the dentist! 

  



 
 

LEISURE: GENERIC 

((1970s ELEVATOR MUSIC/HAMMOND ORGAN for 2 sec)) If this nineteen seventies elevator 

music makes you tap your feet and bob your head, then you may be experiencing symptoms 

of boredom… 

  

((CHILD WRITING A LETTER TO THEIR GRANDFATHER - CUTE!)) Dear Gwamps, my birfday is 

next Fwiday… If you haven't alweady got a pwesent, you could go to <BUSINESS NAME>, it's 

tweriffic, you could easily find the wight pwesent there! 

  

((MVO HUMS ALONG TO THE 'BLUE DANUBE')) Da Da Da Da Dum … (pain) Ouch! Ouch! 

Ouch! Ouch! Da Da Da Da Dum … (pain) That Hurts! That Hurts! Da Da Da Da Dum … (pain) 

Good grief! My Feet! ((FADES UNDER)) When dancing is a pain, lighten things up with a 

dance lesson or two from <BUSINESS NAME> 

  

((SFX: POOL/SNOOKER BALL BREAKING PACK)) Do you take your game seriously? Or do you 

just want to have some fun? Get your fix of pool action, chalk up and shoot the breeze with 

the best of them… 

 

((VO1)) Event planners can be like this… ((VO2)) …What's your budget? ((VO1)) …or like 

this… ((VO3)) …what do you want to achieve? ((VO1)) We are results driven at <BUSINESS 

NAME>, and event planning is who we are, not what we do! 

  

<BUSINESS NAME> Are major supporters of <TEAM NAME>. And if you want to keep up 

with the latest, check out our social media, or pop in and speak to <PERSONS NAME> Who 

plays for them! 

  

All sports stars started off not knowing anything about their sport… and we can teach you 

the right mental attitude to get you where you want to go… <BUSINESS NAME> 

  

Boredom is something all kids suffer from... but not for long! Get them to <EVENT NAME OR 

BUSINESS NAME> and watch them... fly! 

  

Buy one, get one free... yadda, yadda, yadda, BORING! How does buy one get THREE FOR 

FREE sound? That's right we'll give you three of our <PRODUCT NAMES> when you buy one 

of them! 

  



 
 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES: GENERIC 

((FVO)) "This year, we're going to behave, act sanely and O-M-G LOOK AT THOSE, I want 4 of 

them, 2 of those and AHHHHH That's sooo cute!"  

  

((SFX: PHONE RINGS/PICKED UP)) ((VO1)) I want to build something… something big… 

useful… something to hold everything I hold dear… ((VO2)) Sir, at <BUSINESS NAME> we can 

do that… now what exactly do you want? 

  

Choose an unusual gift but make it useful! 

  

Christmas can be a problem, but at <BUSINESS NAME> We've got the solution! 

  

Christmas cheers start early at <BUSINESS NAME> 

  

Christmas comes but once a year, thankfully, so when shopping gets you down… pop in to 

<BUSINESS NAME> For a quick break 

  

Christmas shopping presents a problem for some people… but <BUSINESS NAME> Provides 

the best solutions! 

  

Here's a last-minute buy that will look like you've been planning it for months!  

  

Here's a special message from Santa to all the kids in <BUSINESS NAME> 

  

It is far better to buy now and store away, than put the decision off for another day… get in 

early at <BUSINESS NAME> 

  

It’s simple and convenient... how so? CHRIS at <BUSINESS NAME> can put you on the right 

track… 

 

Please… can you tell me what to do about <PROBLEM>? I have looked for an <PROFESSION> 

locally… and I found <BUSINESS NAME>… they can help me… right?  

  



 
 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES: LIGHTING 

Discover the huge range of vintage style lighting looks for your place with modern L-E-D 

technology at <BUSINESS NAME> 

  

Do you want display style lighting is your kitchen? How about domestic lighting in your 

shop? They may seem like odd questions, but some people do want those lighting choices 

and at <BUSINESS NAME> we ask the right questions to find out what they want. 

  

It’s 9 o-clock, and that means for the next half hour <BUSINESS NAME> are having their 

once-a-day flash sale with all ceiling lights at half price for the next half hour only. 

  

Get massive reductions on hundreds of lights at the <BUSINESS NAME> Lighting Sale… 

  

If you are looking for lighting… you'll either find stores with lots of range… but no staff 

((HELLO?? - ECHOES)) OR… lots of staff ((VARIOUS VOICES: CAN I HELP YOU?)) But no range! 

But at <BUSINESS NAME> we have just the right number of staff, and a pretty big range of 

lighting fixtures 

  

Let there be lights on your tree, lights on your house, lights in every room and fill your place 

with the spirit of the season… See our displays at <BUSINESS NAME> Lighting for ideas and 

supplies! 

  

Not all down lights are the same… see our display at <BUSINESS NAME> and discover what 

colour, mood and style suits your house, home, or office… 

  

Who says exterior lights shouldn't be stylish and playful? Not us at <BUSINESS NAME>… 

   



 
 

REAL ESTATE 

"My name is <PERSONS NAME> and a referral from you when I sell your home, is the 

highest compliment that I can ever receive… call me and let's sell your home... together!" 

  

((FVO)) We were driving around and noticed that their signs were everywhere, and thought 

"obviously they are well known and trusted in this town" and they were, they really were… 

((MVO)) <BUSINESS NAME> 

  

((MVO)) I was looking for a place to move to in <REGION> and was surprised by the service 

by a real estate company that was personally recommended to me, and I can see why! 

((FVO)) <BUSINESS NAME> 

  

((SFX: DOORBELL RINGS)) It's another home run from the team at <BUSINESS NAME>… 

  

((SFX: LOTS OF PEOPLE LAUGHING AND CHATTING)) Do you have lots of visitors and 

relatives coming for the holidays? Got nowhere to put them up? <BUSINESS NAME> have a 

range of holiday rental homes available for short terms to suit all families and budgets 

  

((SFX: WAVES SEAGULLS/LAID BACK MUSIC BED)) Believe it… First home buyers CAN afford 

coastal living with ocean views.,.. Your dream home is waiting at <LOCATION> 

  

((VO1)) Meet <PERSONS NAME>, director of <BUSINESS NAME>… ((VO2)) We are the 

number one property management office in the state for <BUSINESS NAME> and our 

property managers run small portfolios with a dedicated consultant allowing for better 

service, customised to you... 

  

<BUSINESS NAME> are proud to announce the auction of this amazing property at 

<LOCATION> this Saturday from <TIME> 

  

<BUSINESS NAME> has a track record of trust in <LOCATION>, just ask anyone: 

  

<PERSONS NAME> here… and our biggest annual campaign is back at <BUSINESS NAME>, 

achieve a premium price for your property right now… 

  

  



 
 

 

 

REAL feedback from our BETA Testers & Editors: 

 

“An essential tool I wish I had when starting out as a copywriter in radio” 

 

“Highly recommended for any radio copywriter who suffers from writers block” 

 

“Radio Sales Departments across the world could steal  

ideas from this one book and create campaigns that will sell, sell, sell! 

Plus, the hooks for first 3-5 seconds of the ad are thrown in,  

are you sure you want to give this information away like this?” 

 

“A simple idea, well executed, with enough ideas to kick start even  

the most stubborn brainstorming session for a script idea – well done!” 

 

“Why? Why wasn’t this around when I started in radio?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Earl Pilkington is a radio copywriter with almost 

40 years’ traditional media experience.  

He has compiled here a collection of simple 

ideas, hook points, first lines and scene setters 

for radio ads from 25 different categories, and 

then some! 

They are perfect as jumping off points and 

inspiration for radio copywriters and for sales 

staff to use to generate interest from the 

listening public in their clients businesses. 

 


